
How to babysit

1. Interjection

2. Preposition

3. Verb - Base Form

4. Preposition

5. Pronoun

6. Pronoun

7. Conjunction

8. Adjective

9. Adjective

10. Verb - Base Form

11. Noun

12. Conjunction

13. Adverb

14. Noun

15. Adverb
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How to babysit

interjection ! Have you ever babysitted Preposition !??! Than this is the story for you! First, when

you want to Verb - Base Form you are going to of course need a kid or kids to babysit! Preposition

you find the Pronoun or kid you are going to watch make sure you meet there Pronoun and

invite them Conjunction your house! Are you going to babysit at there house or yours?How

Adjective are the kids your going to babysit? If its at there house make sure to clean up after you self so

that you make a Adjective impression. If your going to babysit then you will need to Verb - Base 

Form out how much pay you are goin to get for this job! If the kids are kids that you know like maybe family

or relatives then maybe you will not ask for much pay, but if you dont know the kids or the family than you

might ask for more Noun . You should get money by the hour so if you work for 6 hours maybe you will

get 25$ depending on all the details Conjunction what the kids parents think you should earn. Before you

babysit you should earn your CPR licsense. You could take classes on this because its Adverb importent

if the kid or kids you are babysitting need Noun and that you know how to do it Adverb . That

should cover all the basics of babysitting! Have lots and lots of fun!
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